
particle concentration 

Fig. 1. Two patterns for concentration distribution (adapted from Wang 
and Ni 1990, ASCE) 

(dcjdz < 0). However, some experiments (Bouvard and Petkovic 
1985; Wang and Ni 1990) showed c(z) with maximum particle 
concentration above the bed (Fig. 1), which is referred to Pattern 
II (dc/dz > 0 near the bed). 

With the approximation 

from Eq. (4), Eq. (9) becomes 

(10) 

When z increases, k decreases [Eq. (4)] implying that C1/k(z) in
creases . At a certain distance from the bed, when C d k(z) > fl0 , 

flo- [C1/k(z)] < 0. Above this level, the sign of dc/dz will de
pend therefore only on the sign of [ws/v,(z)] - (fl0/Lk)· When 
z increases, both experiments and modeling show that v1 increases 
until a certain distance and then decreases. When v, increases, ~ v, 

decreases and becomes smaller than fl0 /Lk such that [ws/v1(z)]
(fl0/Lk) < 0. When v, decreases, ws/v1(z) increases and becomes 
greater than (30/Lk such that [ws/v1(z)]- (fl0/Lk) > 0. Therefore, 
with increasing z. the different possible cases can be distin
guished. Two are particularly interesting because they involve a 
c(z) of Pattern :U. 
• Near the bed: if /30 - fi!} > 0 and -J,fu - ~ < 0, there

fore dcjdz. > 0. 
• Near the free urface: if /3o - .fi!. < 0 and ~~ - &L > 0, there-

tlzJ "'ltl t 
fore dc/<lz > 0. 
The first shows the ability of the two-fluid approach equation to 

predict concentration distribution of Pattern II (de/ dz > 0), which 
was observed experimentally near the bed. The second shows 
dcjdz > 0 far from the bed. However, it is not possible to expect 
a concentration profile of Pattern II near the free surface, this seems 
to indicate a limit of the two-fluid approach equation. As indicated 
by the author, "the validity of the present theory is restricted to the 
fully developed turbulent layer." 
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The author presented a challenging contribution to the topic of 
sediment-laden open-channel flows. The theoretical considerations 
implied differences in timescales between turbulence T 1 and 
suspended sediment particles Tp, although limited experimental 
evidence was available. In this discussion, the discussers present 
some prototype measurements of turbulence and suspended sedi
ment timescales conducted in a small estuary. Both integral 
turbulent timescales T 1 and integral times scales of suspended con
centrations Tssc were de1ived from the detailed measurements of 
turbulent velocities and suspended sediment concentration (SSC) 
recorded continuously at a relatively high frequency within the 
same sampling volume next to the channel bed for two full tidal 
cycles. 

The field data were collected in a small estuary in Australia 
by using acoustic Doppler velocimetry (ADV) (Trevethan et al. 
2007, 2008). The measurements were performed continuously at 
25 and 50 Hz for 50 h. The instantaneous SSCs were derived from 
the ADV backscatter intensity (Chanson et al. 2008). Table I sum
marizes the features of the two field studies in the middle estuary 
(Study E6) and upper estuary (Study E7) zones. The sampling vol
ume was located at 0.2 m above the bed for both studies, corre
sponding to a relative height z/d = 0.1-0.2, where z =sampling 
elevation above the bed and d = water depth. 

Some typical time variations of integral timescales T 1 of the 
longitudinal velocity component are shown in Fig. 1 for a tidal 
cycle. Fig. 1 shows the magnitude of T 1 (averaged over 200 s) from 
a low water (LW1) to the next occurrence (LW2), and the data are 
presented in a circular plot. The time variations of the data progress 
counterclockwise, and the high waters (HW) are indicated with a 
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Table 1. Turbulence Field Measurements in Australia (Eprapah Creek, Queensland) and Japan (Hamana Lake) 

Study Dates Tidal range (m) Sampling rate (Hz) Sampling duration (h) Sampling volume 

(1) 

E6 

E7 

(2) 

May 16--18, 2005 

June 5-7, 2006 

(3) 

1.36 

1.58 

(5) 

25 

50 

(6) 

49 

50 

(7) 

AMTD 2.1 km, 10.4 m from left bank, 

0.2 m above bed 
AMTD 3.1 km, 4.2 m from right bank, 

0.2 m above bed 

Note: AMID = adopted middle thread distance measured upstream from the river mouth. 

4 

-3 

(a) -4 lo~o 'tt(rns) (b) -4 logto 'tt(rns) 

Fig. 1. Integral turbulent timescale Tr (ms) during a tidal cycle at 0.2 m above the bed: (a) middle estuary data (Study E6): t = 36,782 s (LWI) to 
76,382 s (LW2), (b) upper estuary data (Study E7): t = 39,660 s (LWl) to 83,280 s (LW2) 

dashed line. In each circular plot, the upper half corresponds to 
the flood tide, and the lower half is the ebb tide. The axes have 
a logarithmic scale, and the units are milliseconds. The integral 
timescales of longitudinal velocity Tr were larger during the 
flood tide than during the ebb tide, especially in the upper estuary 
[Fig. I (b)]. In the upper estuary, the hmizontal integral timescales 
Tr were typically between 0.07 and 1.5 s at 0.2 m above the bed. 
At the estuary middle, the horizontal integral timescales were close, 
typically between 0.2 and 2 s. In the upper estuary (Study E7), there 

4 

3 

LWl 

were some discrepancies between the longitudinal and transverse 
velocity timescales. These were possibly related to the strong strati
fication observed at that sampling site suppressing the turbulence 
fluctuations. 

The integral timescale of the sse data was calculated for both 
field studies and compared with the integral turbulent timescales 
(Chanson et al. 2007). The SSC integral timescale represented a 
characteristic time of turbid suspensions at the sampling site in 
the creek (Jackson 1976), and it is related to the suspended particle 

4 

3 

-4 -3-~~-__ .. ,. 3LW2 4 .4HW -3 

HW 

-3 -3 

(a) -4 lo~o 'tsre (rns) (b) -4 ~o 'tsit (rns) 

Fig. 2. Suspended sediment concentration integral timescales Tssc (ms) during a tidal cycle at 0.2 m above bed: (a) middle estuary data (Study E6): 
t = 36,782 s (LWI) to 76,382 s (LW2); (b) upper estuary data (Study E7): t = 39,660 s (LWl) to 83,280 s (LW2) 
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timescale Tp. Some typical field data are presented in Fig. 2 for a 
tidal cycle during each field study. Each graph is a circular plot, and 
the axes have a logarithmic scale with units in milliseconds. The 
sse integral timescale data seemed relatively independent of the 
tidal phase (Fig. 2). They yielded median SSC integral tirnescales 
Tssc of approximately 0.065 and 0.109 sin the middle and upper 
estuarine zones, respectively (Studies E6 and E7). 

A comparison of turbulent and SSC integral timescales showed 
some key differences, especially during the ebb tide. For example, 
in the results shown in Figs. 1 and 2, in the middle estuarine zone, 
the ratio of sse to turbulent integral timescales was on average 
Tssc/T1 = 0.21 and 0.14 during the flood and ebb tides, respec
tively. In the upper estuary, the ratio of Tssc/T1 was approximately 
Tssc/T1 = 1 and 0.18 during the flood and ebb tides, respectively. 
The ratio of integral timescales Tssc/T1 was approximately two to 
five times lower during the ebb tide periods. The findings showed 
conclusively the different timescales for the turbulent velocities 
and suspended sediment concentrations, and they supported the 
theoretical development presented by the author. Further, the results 
tended to suggest that the sediment suspension and suspended 
sediment fluxes were dominated by the turbulent processes in 
the creek during the flood tide, but not during the ebb tide. The 
integral timescales for turbulence and sse were approximately 
equal during flood tides, but differed significantly during ebb tides. 
The same pattern might take place with other scalars and be perti
nent to the turbulent mixing modeling in shallow-water subtropical 
estuaries. 
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Kinetic Theory 

In his discussion, Absi compares the original article's Schmidt 
number closure with one derived from kinetic theory, based on 
the work of Fu et al. (2005). Comparison with this closure requires 
a few additional clarifications. The discusser uses the same aver
aging notation that was used for the Reynolds averaging, but 
the original work employs ensemble (or Favre) averaging, denoted 
by ( .. ) (denoted' in the original paper). Hence, Absi's Eq. (1) cor
responds to Eq. (25) of Fu et al. (2005), where the averaging 
operator :: should be replaced by ( .. ). 

Subsequently, the equivalent form of the particle momentum 
equation from Fu et al. (2005), their Eq. (22) [or Wang and Fu 
2004, Eq. (9)] can be reconstructed starting from Eq. (6) in the 
original article, assuming this time a hydrostatic pressure distribu
tion. Using furthermore the relationship between Reynolds and 
Favre averaging, Eqs. (22) and (23), and realizing that the Favre
averaged vertical velocities are zero (hence, no steady drag), the 
result is 

Assuming furthermore v1 = T 1(u?), following Fu et al. (2005), 
and rearranging, gives 

T epo(v~2) +w ep = -T ((v'2) + (u~2)) oep = - E oep 
P oz s P z Sc oz s {)z (2) 

Comparison with Fu et a!. shows that the diffusion coefficient 
Es has the same form and becomes equal when Sc = St2 (1 + St). 
However, this does not match experimental data. The origin of the 
factor in Fu et al. is too briefly explained and refers to Chinese 
literature (Xu and Zhou 2000). 

This gives new insight in the structure and physics behind the 
turbulent diffusion of sediment particles. Contrary to Absi's at
tempt, 105 should not be taken equal to v,/Sc because only the sec
ond part corresponds to the effect of fluid-induced turbulent pmticle 
flux that outbalances the sedimentation flux (cf. sediment continu
ity). The first contribution follows from the particle inertia. This 
distinction is also made by Fu et al. (2005). Also, comparison of 
Eq. (2) with Rouse's balance equation [Eq. (1) in the paper under 
discussion] immediately makes clear that c5 is not equal to the sedi
ment diffusivity 10. Therefore, Absi should not use E_. to compute 
the Schmidt number. 

Notice furthermore that the first term in Eq. (1) is negative in the 
outer layer. Hence, using the vertical mass balance, this first term 
becomes equal to the fraction ( 1 - St) of the sedimentation flux, as 
long as St < 1. Experimental data indeed show that in the outer 
dilute layer, this condition is fulfilled. 

Reynolds versus Favre Averaging 

There is a major difference between the Reynolds-averaged (RA) 
form of the original paper and the Favre-averaged (FA) fmm, pre
sented in the preceding section. This should be realized when trying 
to compare or validate the relationships. Neve1theless, the assump
tions in the original paper may be questioned. For instance, the 
assumed relationship between eddy viscosity and vertical turbu
lence intensity [Eq. (29)] can be expected to be different because 
the assumption of Fu et al. (2005) would require replacing the RA 
intensity by the equivalent FA [using the relationships of Eqs. (22) 
and (23)] v~2 - V1. Taking the assumption from the miginal paper 
that the drift velocity V D equals w 5 , this would modify Eq. (33) 
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such that the denominator becomes one and the value of a must be 
slightly adjusted. 

However, the assumption to equal the mean particle velocity 
and drift velocity to the settling velocity might be questioned. It 
resulted in the elimination of the pressure gradient term and sub
sequently the disappearance of the settling flux, which remains 
present in Fu et al. and in the equivalent form [Eq. (1)] previously. 
Nevertheless, attempts to introduce these alternative assumptions 
only result in much worse Sc profiles, compared with the exper
imental data. 

Imagining the real particle movement during equilibrium, dur
ing which upward and downward fluctuations on average keep the 
same concentration of particles at each depth, suggests that the time 
between opposite fluctuations is too short to establish a steady 
velocity. Hence, the RA downward movement more likely will be 
smaller than the settling velocity. This would require revision of 
the original author's proposed theory. However, without detailed 
measurements, it wi11 remain difficult to assess this problem. Direct 
numerical simulation (DNS) modeling of turbulent shear flow 
around a free-falling cloud of finite-sized particles may become 
feasible in the future to provide the necessary data. 

Timescales 

Another major source of uncertainty is the computation of the 
integral turbulent timescale for the particle fluctuations. In the 
original paper, it is argued that the timescale for the turbulent par
ticle flux should equal the integral turbulent scale rather than the 
gravitational parl.icle time ·cale TP. Both timescales are reference 
scales, defined theoretically, which can be computed from (rela
tively) simple measurement using their definitions. 

The discussers Chanson and Trevethan present field data for 
integral timescales for the fluid and the particle turbulent fluctua
lion , demon ·trating that they are not nece arily equal becau e f 
U1e difference in inerUa. In other words, t11e value of the parameter 
a [Eq. ( I 9 ] m st likely j n t constant. Thi may explain why dif
ferent values match better for the different cases investigated in U1e 
original anicle. lnd cd, as the discusse1 ug12e t. it can be expected 
that there may be a relationship t the Stoke number. But this 
relationship is expected to be differen t from the one proposed 
by Liu (1993) because this one reduce tbe particle .integral time
scale to the gravitational timescale for mall Stokes number 
particles, which is unlikely, as argued in the original paper and 
supported by the data analysis presented. 

Pattern II Profiles 

In a following step, Absi uses simple analytical closures to replace 
TKE and concentration in Eq. (31). It should be stressed that these 
exponential closure have limited validity, especially Umt they are 

nly u. eful for very shallow channel flow typical for laboratory 
tlumes. Por real deep-water cale of l'ivers, e, tuaries and coasts, 
a li near TKE profile and a Rousean co.ncentration profile ar closer 
to realjty and preferably . hould be used for approximation. 

Ab i r.ightfully remark. the pos ibi lity that the Schmidt number 
closure can result in negative values. However, it cannot be used 
to explain the Pattern II shape of concentration profiles, simply 
because it turns out that the experimental evidence the discusser 
refers to (e.g., Wang and Ni 1990, and references therein) and 
others (e.g., Kaushal 2009) how t11at this primarily occurs in 
hyperconcentratcd fl ow. , wherea l'he original clo ure is only valid 
for dilute condition . Th concentration i.n the case of Pattern IT 

profiles are so high that the flow regime actually corresponds to 
granular flow, rather than dense suspension flow. 

In this light it can be understood conceptually why the maxi
mum concentration is no longer measured at the bottom in these 
hyperconcentrated shear flow . A p s iblc explanation may be a 
liquefaction near the bottom becau ·e of t11e hear, resulting in in-
reased p re pres ure, which allows the particle to be pu. hed away 

from each other, wbile tbe sand in the low-shear layer move in 
a compact plug flow regime (as suggested by the extremely high 
concentrations, > 50%, not far from the normal packing fraction 
of sand). 

These high concentrations are not expected to occur for usual 
sediment transport conditions in natural water courses. Never
theless, the particle image velocimetry (PIV) data of Muste et al. 
(2005) for a smooth, flat bottom flume do show a sudden decrease 
of the concentration at the bottom, especially for run NS3. For the 
lowe t concentra.ti n runs . SJ and NS2, it tm may lo k more 
Lik an attifact from the mea ·uring ysrem and/or data processing 
because the maximum oncentration is located at a distance of less 
than or approximately the particle. ize (which is of the same mag
nitude as the lhicknes of the laminar sublayer). But for the high 
concentration cru e, the Pattern I£ behavior is distinct (the maximum 
concentration is reached at a distance of approximately five times 
the particle size, but still in the transition layer). 

In addition, three out of four DNS models in a benchmark com
parison exercise obtained negative concentration gradients at the 
wall (z+ < 0.6, deep in the laminar sublayer) in low concentration 
suspensions, only for the case St = 1 (Marchioli et al. 2008). 

From kinetic theory, the theoretical explanation for this 
Pattern IT behavior is related to the importance of the lift force in 
the low-turbulence shear layer at the bottom (Ni et al. 2003; Wang 
and Fu 2004). However l.ift can be neglected in the fully developed 
outer layer, and this i. indeed what has been assumed in the der
ivation of the Schmidt number closures under consideration. 

Negative Schmidt Numbers? 

Instead of an analysis with Eq. (31), as done by Absi, it is more 
useful to use Eq. (33), in which the concentration dependence is 
eliminated (as confirmed by Fig. 1). It is then evident that the tur
bulent Schmidt number still can become negative, either because of 
the denominator when (a/f30cl')w'f/k > 1, or when the nominator 
becomes negative, i.e., for large k gradients. For the theoretical 

0.9 

-·<>- NS1 - ·•- NS2 ··<>·· NS3 

...._NS1 ~NS2 ~Ns:l 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 
turbulent Schmidt number 

Fig. 1. Turbulent Schmidt number profiles for the three NS runs of 
Muste et al. (2005) computed with the closure by Eq. (3) (dashed lines) 
and by Toorman (2009) (full lines); shaded area corresponds to the 
nondilute bottom layer 
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linear approximation of the k-profile [Eq. (28)], based on mixing
length theory, the denominator indeed risks becoming negative near 
the free surface, but in reality TKE never becomes zero at the free 
surface because of the wake effect. For the investigated data and for 
numerically simulated TKE profiles, it was found that the closure 
[Eq. (33)] remains positive. 

Also, from a physical point of view, it does not make sense that 
the Schmidt number becomes negative because that would imply 
negative diffusion, which would lead to destabilization, and the 
equilibrium concentration profile is stably stratified. 

Nevertheless, it is very easy to assume heavy particles, such that 
the critical condition is quickly reached. In such a case it would 
be expected that bed-load-dominated transport occurs and hardly 
or no particles are suspended in the outer layer. (A classical numeri
cal sediment transport model, however, would still be able to pre
dict a fraction of particles suspended because it uses a single-fluid 
approach that cannot recognize discrete particles.) Anyhow, the 
model would run into trouble. 

Looking at sediment transport in nature, it is recognized that 
natural sediments are graded. Even well-sorted particles show a 
particle size distribution. Only a few experimental studies have 
been carried out in which not only concentrations, but also grain 
size distributions, over the depth have been determined, showing 
that the average grain size decreases with distance from the bottom 
(Anderson 1942; Best et al. 1997). This is not unexpected of course 
if a fractional step approach is applied to polydisperse particles 
(e.g., Wu et al. 2003). Considering this in an extreme limit, the 
sediment can be imagined as consisting of finite particles and in
finitely small particles. In other words, in the outer layer, where 
there are no particles, the Schmidt number should be expected 
to become equal to the neutral value for ws approaching zero. 
Eq. (33) fails here because of the settling velocity in the denom
inator of the second term in the nominator. At present, this problem 
could not be resolved. 

This observation gives additional indication that some of the 
assumptions in the derivation of Eq. (33) may not be correct or 
oversimplified. There certainly remains uncertainty about the 
value or, more likely, the closure of the integral timescale factor 
a. But also the assumption relating the vertical turbulence inten
sity (or pseudotemperature) of the particles to the eddy viscosity 
[Eq. (29)] most likely is too crude. This needs further investigation. 

New Validation 

The theoretical Schmidt number closure of the original Toorman 
article [at its errata and addendum, Toorman (2009)] could be va
lidated once more by using the flume data ofMuste et al. (2005) for 
glass beads (the NS runs), using the PIV measurement technique ~n 
a shallow shear flow (water depth h = 2 em). The turbulent 
Schmidt number has been computed in two different ways. The 
first is the new theoretical closure. The second is obtained from 
the suspension capacity condition (Celik and Rodi 1991), in which 
the efficiency factor is defined by the flux Richardson number R!f 
(Tomman 1999, 2002): 

R!f Pwu! (h 1) 
Sc = C (1 - Pw/ Ps)ghw; Z- (3) 

where h = water depth; z = distance from the bottom; u* = shear 
velocity; ws = particle settling velocity; Pw = water density; Ps = 
particle density; and g = gravity constant. The flux Richardson 
number is obtained from 

. G (1 - Pw/ p)gws 
R!f = --p = , tau 

- u v az 
(4) 

where G = buoyancy destruction of TKE (assuming equilibrium 
between turbulent and settling flux);___f_ = shear production of 
TKE; p =bulk suspension density; -u'v' =Reynolds stress; and 
U = Reynolds-averaged flow velocity. R!f is calculated from 
Eq. (4) using the experimental data. 

Fig. 1 shows the computed profiles of Sc. The profile of Sc 
does not change for the increasing load of the three NS runs, which 
differ only in total suspended load, supporting Toorman's (2009) 
reworked closure, which is independent of the sediment concentra
tion. For this data set, the best fitting value of Sea is found to be 
0. 7, the most recommended value of the neutral Schmidt number in 
the literature. Furthermore, for this case the value of a should be 
0.164, which corresponds to c~4 , which is a commonly recurring 
value for the turbulent timescale of the fluid (Elghobashi and 
Abou-Arab 1983). The near-bottom data (z/h < 0.2) should be 
discarded because dilute conditions are no longer fulfilled in this 
layer. 

Despite the weaknesses, this new validation with the data of 
Muste et al. is a hopeful indication that the proposed Schmidt 
number closure is useful for modeling purposes. 
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